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RATSPUTIN MEETS HIS MATCH 

A one act play 

 

 

SYNOPSIS 

Ratsputin Meets His Match is written for middle readers between eight and thirteen. 

A magical star transports Raphael, a nine year old boy, to a planet called Shagara. 

The planet is the shape of a tree. It is inhabited by beings called Acornians. It is here 

that Raphael, accompanied by two newly found friends, Pebblonica and Aliya Puss 

Puss, realizes his heroic potential and embarks upon a quest to conquer an evil 

character called Ratsputin. 

 

CHARACTERS 

RAPHAEL: A nine year old Earthling. 

ALIYA PUSS PUSS: An abandoned kitten like creature from a planet called 

Catylania. 

RATSPUTIN: A huge evil rat who aims to rule the world  

ERIDA: A beautiful lioness who is Ratsputin’s girlfriend. 

PEBBLONICA: An eccentric Acornian primary school teacher who adorns herself 

with pebbles 

VOICES OF THE UNDERGROUND: These voices belong to evil characters and can 

be played by various members of the audience. 

BACKGROUND CHARACTERS: Daycorn, Raycorn, Playcorn and various other 

Acornians. 

ESMERELDA: A beautiful, magic, green butterfly. 
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SCENE 1 

(Ratsputin and Erida are seated at a candle lit dinner table. The besotted Erida is 

fluttering her eyelashes and whispering sweet nothings to Ratsputin. Suddenly a 

cacophony of voices is heard.)  

 

VOICES OF THE 

UNDERGROUND :  Raphaaael, Raphaael   

                                   Do not yell    

                                   We’re your friends    

                                   Can’t you tell?  

                                   Play with us  

                                   Have some fun 

                                                                   

RAPHAEL:               Oh No! No! No! 

                                   I will never surrender 

VOICES OF THE 

UNDERGROUND:   Raphaaael, Raphaaael 

                                   Have it your way 

                                   Go to Ratty 

                                   He’ll send you batty 

RATSPUTIN: (shouting)  Enough!  Silence! Who dares to awaken the Voices  

                                   of the Underground? Who dares to interrupt my   

                                   romantic dinner? 

                             

Suddenly Raphael appears. He has emerged from a tunnel left of stage. He is 

dishevelled but manages to get to his feet His legs won’t stop trembling. 

RAPHAEL:               Mmm… Mm... my name is Raphael. 

RATSPUTIN:           What’s wrong with you, boy? I’m not going to hurt you. You’re  

                                  far too valuable to me. I must apologize for those idiotic  
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creatures you’ve just encountered. Count Dracula still 

influences them but soon they will be under my complete 

control. Rest assured, they will never call me Ratty again. 

ERIDA: My dear, we’re forgetting our manners. 

RATSPUTIN: Erida. But of course, Raphael you must join us for a bowl of 

Slug Plug soup. Come, sit at our table. Now, before I forget. 

Let me introduce Erida. She’s err…err my… how old did you 

say you are? 

RAPHAEL: I didn’t say, but I’m nine years old. 

RATSPUTIN: Very good. Erida’s my constant companion. Now, enjoy your 

Slug Plug. 

RAPHAEL But Sir…I’ve tried Slug Plug before. Someone called Daycorn 

took me to a famous café called Pierre’s. Pierre showed me his 

kitchen and his staff showed me how they milk cockroaches 

and (shuddering as he recalls) squash slugs to make it. I’m 

afraid I don’t really like Slug Plug. 

RATSPUTIN: Such insolence! Young people of today have no manners 

whatsoever. Do you not know who I am? Do you not know that 

one day I will rule the entire universe? 

RAPHAEL: I know who you are. You’re the Evil One. I’m so sorry I didn’t 

mean to offend you. If it makes you happy, I’ll eat some Slug 

Plug. 

RATSPUTIN: No, you are my guest.  I shouldn’t force you to eat food you 

don’t like. You can have some Soupwormia instead. It’s 

absolutely delicious – from the juiciest worms on the planet. 

RAPHAEL (gulping)  Thankyou. You’re very kind but I’m really too scared to eat. 

RATSPUTIN: Ah, but I insist. (A bowl of soup is placed in front of Raphael) 

ERIDA: And you mustn’t disappointed Ratty. 

RATSPUTIN: Erida, don’t call me Ratty in front of guests. 

ERIDA: Why ever not, darling? It’s such a special name. (in a singsong 

voice) Ratty, you just drive me batty…. 
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RATSPUTIN:          Do not question me, you stupid lioness. I’ve no time for sweet 

talk. 

   ERIDA:                    But Ratty… I mean Ratsputin, that’s not what you said the other 

night. 

  RATSPUTIN: Typical female – just has to keep on and on and on. Now 

Raphael, eat up. Waste not, want not. 

   ERIDA:                    I remember now. I remember what you told me to do if any 

                                 visitors were to dine with us. I have to pass Raphael the tomato 

                                 sauce because it will make him… 

   RATSPUTIN: It will make him enjoy his soup. He can do what all Earthlings 

do and smother a perfectly good meal with a sloppy sauce. 

   RAPHAEL:             Thankyou, Erida. This soup tastes much better with it. I really   

                                    like tomato sauce. 

   RATSPUTIN:           Of course you do and so do I because in exactly ten seconds    

                                     you’ll be telling me everything you know. The sauce contains a  

                                     truth serum. 

RAPHAEL:           I feel dizzy. I think I must have bumped my head in that tunnel 

ERIDA:  (gently patting Raphael’s head) There, there. Just relax. 

(Raphael sits bolt upright as if suddenly called to attention.) 

      RATSPUTIN:           Works every time. 

RAPHAEL:              My name is Raphael. I’m nine years old. I’m from planet   

                                  Earth. 

RATSPUTIN:           How did you get here? 

RAPHAEL:               A magical star brought me. 

RATSPUTIN:           Why did you come here? 

RAPHAEL:               My wicked stepsister hit me on the head with a cricket bat. The 

                                  star told me coming here would beat dying.  

RATSPUTIN:           Where have you being staying?                                                                                                                                                                  

 RAPHAEL:              In an Acornian guesthouse 

RATSPUTIN:           Who told you about me? 
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